ABSTRACT. Strongly elliptic operators realized under Dirichlet boundary conditions in unbounded domains are shown to generate analytic semigroups in the topology of uniform convergence. This fact is applied to initial-boundary value problems for temporally homogeneous and temporally inhomogeneous parabolic equations.
Introduction. The theory of continuous semigroups of operators, when combined with information about strongly elliptic operators, provides useful results about parabolic equations. For example, let A be a strongly elliptic operator of order 2m on a domain £2, with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. If an estimate (E) \\(-A-z)-x\\<MI\z\ is established for complex z in a sector |arg z\ < Vm + e, then the parabolic equation (P) (9/30" + Au =0
has solutions which are analytic in t. Such resolvent estimates for A have been established in the Banach spaces IP. In [5] , Browder proved an estimate like (E) in L2; Agmon, in [1], gave an argument which proves (E) in IP', although [1] deals explicitly with the distribution of eigenvalues and the completeness of eigenfunctions. A theorem in Lp is stated in Friedman [7] .
1. Main estimates. To prove that an elliptic operator A generates an analytic semigroup, one needs estimates for the resolvent of -A. This section gives the precise statement of the estimates obtained.
We make several assumptions about the operator A, similar to some of those used by Browder in [5] .
Let the differential operator A be defined on an open set Í2 in R^: 9*1 9«2 baN A = Z aJx)Da, Da =-, x E a C RN. About the operator A we will assume that:
(Al)
A is uniformly strongly elliptic: there is a constant £ > 0 such that Re(p(jc; £)) > £|||2m, xESl,ÇERN.
A satisfies the roots condition: for x E 9S2, %', 77 E RN tangent and (A2) normal, respectively, to 9Í2 at x, the polynomial in X, pix; £' + X77) has exactly m roots with positive imaginary part.
(A3) The aa are measurable and uniformly bounded on £2 by £.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ,tA\ For |a| = 2m, the aa are uniformly continuous on Í2, with modulus of continuity co(|x|).
Remark. It is well known that (A2) follows from (Al) if N > 2, or if the coefficients of p(x; £) are real. The domain Í2 will be an open set with boundary which is uniformly regular of class C2m ; this means that (Bl) There is a collection {Nk, 4>fc} of open sets and mappings of the open sets onto B(0, 1) = {y: \y\ < 1}. i>fc maps Nk n Í2 onto {y: \y\ < 1, yN > 0} Nk n 3Í2 onto [y: \y\<\,yN = 0}
(B2) The sets ^l(B(0, V.)) cover an e-neighborhood of the boundary 9Í2.
There is a number K such that the intersection of any K + 1 distinct sets Nk is empty.
The mappings $k are one-to-one, and they and their inverse functions (B4) have derivatives up to order 2m which are continuous and bounded uniformly in it by L'.
The set Í2 will be locally regular of class C2 m ,M if, in addition, the derivatives of <&k and its inverse satisfy a uniform Holder condition of order p > 0 on Nk. This stronger assumption is first used in §4.
Various norms and seminorms will be used in our estimates:
The normed space W''p(£l) is the completion in its norm of the space C°°(Û) of infinitely differentiate functions (if / < 2m). CJ'(Sl) is the space of functions with bounded, continuous derivatives on Í2 up to order /. W{'Pc(Sl) and C{oc(£2) consist of functions which are in Ffflnfi) and C'(Í2 n 5) respectively, for every closed bounded set B C Í2. The space C/,M(£2) consists of functions in C;(Í2) whose /th order derivatives satisfy a uniform Holder condition of order p on Í2.
The differential operators will act in the special sets of functions: C0(ñ) = {« continuous and bounded on Í2, with uix) -+ 0 as \x\ -► °°}, Vq0iA) = {uE C0(ñ), with Au E C0(ñ), u E W2£«iÙ), and Dßu =0 on 9Í2, 0 < |j3| < m}.
The main estimate to be proved is: Theorem 1. Let q > N. Then under the above assumptions on A and SI, there are positive constants e, M0, X0, r0 depending on q, E, £, to, Í2, suchthat for u E V%{A)
for \z\ > X0, |arg z\ < Kir + e. tfere d = A72m<7, rz = r0\z\-ll2m. Proof of Theorem 1 using Theorem 2. To establish (1.1), examine the right-hand side of (1.2), and notice that, due to the choice of rz, \t1+0ka + z)u\\ < \z\-1+e\\(A + z)U||C(n)(meas BQc0, r,))1'* < const |zr1+e|z|W2m)*(1/<?)ll(yl + z)i/||C(n)
< const |z|-111(4 + z)u\\c,ay Q.E.D.
2. Constant coefficients. By a process of localization, Theorem 2 will be reduced to the following simple case:
(a) The operator A is replaced by an operator A# having constant coefficients and only derivatives of order 2m; A* satisfies conditions (Al), (A2), and (A3) of §1.
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First we give a pair of preliminary lemmas. The first of the pair states a priori estimates proved by Agmon, Douglis, and Nirenberg in [3] . Lemma 1. Let 1 < p <°°. Suppose T is a differential operator with constant coefficients aa only of order 2m, which satisfies the roots condition (A2) and the inequality (2.1) a\=2m >E'\$\2m and \aa\ < L.
Then there is a constant C depending on p, E', L, such that: (i) for all uG W2m'p(RN) with compact support (2.2) Hull^m^R/V) < C{WTu\\lP(rN) + ll"llLp(R^};
(ii) for all u G W2m,p(RN.) with compact support, and satisfying D@u = 0, 101 < m, on xN = 0,
Proof. These estimates are essentially proved in Theorems 14.1' and 14.1 of Agmon, Douglis, Nirenberg [3] .
The next lemma will yield the |z| dependence of the a priori estimates for A* + z.
Lemma 2. Let 1 < p < °°. Suppose A# is a constant coefficient differential operator with terms only of order 2m, and z is a complex number. Let G = RN or R%. (2.6) \\P*u\\ciG) = pl-mi2m\\D^u'\\aG), \ß\ < Im -1.
Here the differentiations and integrations are always in the coordinates of the function mentioned, i.e., x for u, y for u'.
Proof. We notice that a scale change of variables takes RN onto RN and R1* onto R^. Proof. The method is essentially that of Agmon [1] but uses the a priori estimates for R^ or R+ instead of for a bounded domain.
Consider the differential operator in N + 1 variables T = A# + (-lfnei9(blbt)2m
with which we associate the polynomial p(£) + el6T2m. The operator T is elliptic, and one can show that |p(S) + e'Vm|>£'
for III2 + |r|2 = 1 and |0| < ^rr + e, with £', e > 0 depending on £, £.
This follows from the assumptions (Al) and (A3), which imply that there is a C> 0 with |Im p(|)| < C|i=|2m < C/£Re(p(|)) and hence there is e > 0 depending on E, L such that |arg p(£)| < xAtt -2e.
Let G be R^. or R^, and define T = {(x, t): xEG,t E R}, T0 = {(x, t): x E G, t E (-J4, H)>.
To apply the a priori estimates of Lemma 1, it remains only to verify the root condition for T at the boundary of T: for |' tangent, t? normal to 9£2, the polynomial p(f ' + X77) + e'9(7')2m has exactly m roots X with positive imaginary part.
But connecting the points p(|' + X77) + eie(j')2m and p(|' + X77) by a Une in the complex plane, a standard continuity argument reduces the question to the root condition for p(%' + Xn), which is satisfied by hypothesis. Now we can apply Lemma 1 to obtain an a priori estimate for the operator T. Consider the class of functions u G C2m(r) with compact support and satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions zero (x derivatives only) if G = R+. Choosing X large enough that Vi\ > (2m + 1)C, we can substract the last term from both sides of the inequality, and get, with a new C,
Setting z = X2mew, (2.7) and (2.8) follow for compactly supported u E C2miG) for large |z|. For u E W2m<piG), the result follows by completion in W2m,p(G).
For small |z|, one may use Lemma 2, and (2.4) and (2.5) in particular. The dilation factor p transforms the problem to the case of large |z|. Q.E.D. Now we use Lemma 3 to establish corresponding estimates involving C norms.
Lemma 4.-Let q > N. Suppose (a) and (b) of this section hold. Define 6 = N\2mq.
Then there are positive constants e, C depending on q, E, L, such that for U| > 0, |arg z\ < tin + e:
(Ü) for all u E W2m>«iRN) with Dßu = 0, \ß\ < m, on xN = 0,
Proof. Fixing z = z0, |z0l = 1> and q = p in Lemma 3, we find that for |arg z0| < lAn + e, Z IMU < cim# + z0yn
But by the Sobolev theorem, since q > N,
and so for |z0| = 1, |arg z0| < Vm + e, we can say
The dependence on Ul can now be obtained using Lemma 2. Let z be a complex number, p > 0, and pz = z0. Let u be as in the hypotheses of the present lemma, u' defined as in Lemma 2. Substitutions from Lemma 2 yield the result. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 2. First we will establish local estimates for an operator Ä, on a ball or a half-ball, with variable coefficients aa(y). This operator is not the same as A, but has the same properties (A1)-(A4); Ä will shortly be obtained from A by local change of coordinates. 
2) now becomes oJLi WW/2MIMW) -"IWW,«,
Now we specify restrictions on the values of 5 and Ul-Choose:
The first condition allows the third term in braces on the right of (3.3) to be subtracted from both sides. Following the second condition, |z|l-//2m-9 ^ |z|l/2m-0 ^ yl/2m-0 ^ 2C52md or \z\i-j/2m > 2C\z\e82me
and hence the second group of terms in braces on the right of (3.3) can also be subtracted from both sides. By adjusting C, we then have
Now we wish to use the mappings described in assumptions (B1)-(B4) to obtain estimates near the curved boundary of £2. Suppose that x0 E $^(£(0, !<£)). Due to assumption (B4), we may choose an r0, depending on £' but not on k or x0, so small that £(x0> r0) C Nk and: <-, ^ If 0 < s < 1, r = sr0, 5 = s50, (.3.6) %iBix0, r) n £2) C Biy0, S) n R* for some y0.
Here y0 may be chosen on the edge of R+ so long as £(x0, r) meets 9£2. Let u E W2m>q(ß) have support in £(x0, r); define y = $kXx) and u(7) = «(jc). The image of A is a new operator .4, Aiuix)) = .4(u(j>)). It is well known that A is an elliptic operator satisfying (A1)-(A4) with E, L, oj adjusted by multiples of £'. Therefore (3.5) is mapped over to
0</<2m-l v <CUI9IP + «)"llLi(Gŵ here C depends on #, £, £, co, and £'. The estimate on £2 can now be developed from the local estimate (3.7). Suppose u E V%iA), and choose a localizing function 0 E Cq(R+) which is nonnegative, identically 1 on £(0, lA), and identically zero outside £(0, 1). For any x0 E £2, define 0o(x) = <¡>iix -x0)lr). Then </>0« E W2m'qÇRN) or 0ou E W2m'qi^l), has support in £(x0, r), and satisfies null Dirichlet boundary conditions on 9£2. Let G' = £(x0, r) n £2, and G" = £(x0, &r) n £2. Then
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Ial<2m,0<<* \ßf
Since, for r < 1, \D*~P<I>0\ < Cr,flHal, we arrive at
To obtain (1.2), we now take the sup of (3.8) over all x0 E £2. This gives
The final choice of r can now be made. Pick r0, S0, and X0 in accordance with (3.6) and (3.4); and furthermore let X0 be large enough that (3.10) X¿/2m >2CXgfö2'"+/+2m0
For any particular z with, |z| > X0, set (3.11) r = 2rz =r0|zp1/2m.
Such a choice of r is appropriate to (3.6) and (3.4). Furthermore, we can now subtract the second set of terms in braces on the right of (3.9) from both sides. In order to put (3.9) in the precise form of (1.2), we note that any set £(x0, r) O £2 can be covered by a fixed finite number of sets of the form £(jc0, Vir) n £2, and hence Remark. Similarly one can prove an IP estimate for A + z under the same assumptions on A and £2 (including Í2 unbounded). In fact, one could prove Lemma 3 directly in this general case.
However, for Theorem 2, even in the simplest case A = A#, Í2 = R^, a localization argument is necessary. This is because in order to derive Theorem 1 from Theorem 2, the right-hand side of (1.2) must involve IP norms over small bounded sets. 4 . Generation of semigroups. Define the following realization of A : Aft is the operator with domain V%(A) C C0(£2) and range in C0(£2), given by Aftu = Au for u G Vft(A).
In order to prove that Aft generates an analytic semigroup, we will need to slightly strengthen the assumptions on A and £2. We introduce the condition:
Tne aa can be extended outside £2 so that (Al)-(A4) are satisfied on an e-neighborhood of £2.
Remark. (A5) is automatically true if 9£2 is compact. Suppose q > N. Then Aft is a closed operator independent of q, which we call A0. 3X0, e>0 suchthat A0 + z has bounded inverse on C0(£2) for \z\ > X0, |arg z| < Vnr + e.
Proof. We need to show that Aft + z maps onto C0(Í2). Due to the new assumption (A5), we can define formal operators A' with C°° coefficients by mollifying those of A: for <¡> G Cq(Rn) with <j>>0 and fipdx = 1, let License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use *,(*) = jN<l>(jx), a'a = aa * 4>j where * indicates convolution over R^.
By standard arguments, for / large enough, the resulting operators AJ are elliptic, satisfy (A1)-(A5) with the same E, L, and cj. For |a| = 2m, a'a^ aa uniformly on £2; for |a| < 2m, a'a -* aa a.e. boundedly, after possibly passing to a subsequence. We may define closed operators (A')ft. We wish to show that the operators (A')ft + X have dense range for large real X. For this we turn to the L2 variational theory of elliptic operators. It is well known that, since the a'a and / are infinitely differentiate, it, is also in the interior of £2. At the boundary of £2, we call upon regularity results in Money [15] :
Since a'a, f G c", and £2 is locally of class C2m'», the fact that u¡ G Hm(ß) implies that Uj G C2"1'^ n B) for any bounded set B. As an immediate consequence, u, G W2m,2(£2). But we can use this to show that u, G Z.P0(£2) for some p0 > 2. Then applying the above result once more gives u¡ G W2m'PO(£2), which in turn means «;-G £Pl(£2) for px > p0.
We claim this process reaches all p E [2, °°) in a finite number of steps. In fact, it is known (e.g. Lemma 5 of Browder [5] ) that W2m'p(Q.) C £p'(£2), where 1/p -2m/N < 1/p'. Therefore, each iteration of the process described above extends the range of p"1 lower by a fixed amount. In a finite number of steps, the permissible values of p~l will include (0, H], hence p may be in [2, °°) as claimed.
Finally, we show u¡ E V^iA'). But C!(£2) D W2'p{ß) for p > N, so
Uj has bounded first derivatives on £2. Since u-E £2(£2), we must have «/*)-*• 0 as U| -* co Uj E C0(£2). Since / E CÔ(£2) C C0(£2), (4.1) shows that A¡u¡ E C0(£2) also. Hence uf E VliA').
We have just shown that for X > X-, the operator iA')^ + X maps onto Cq(£2) which is dense in C0(£2). Since (-4;)o + X is a closed operator and a homomorphism, it maps onto C0(£2) by the closed range theorem.
We now interrupt the proof of Theorem 4 for the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let A be any operator for which the conclusions of Theorem 1 are valid. Let X0, e be as in Theorem 1, and S = {z: Ul > X0, larg z|< ^rr + e}.
Recall that X0 and S depend on q, E, L, co, and £2.
TTien if A1^ + z maps onto C0(£2) for some z E S, the same is true for any z E S.
Proof. Let A^ + z0 map onto C0(£2). This means, according to the conclusions of Theorem 1, that A% + z0 has a bounded inverse. Near z0,we can expand (¿g + »r1 = Z ía% + z0rn-iiz0 -z)\
H=0
Now from the conclusions of Theorem 1, ||(ylg + z0)_1||c < Af0/U0l> and therefore the series for (ylg + z)-1 converges in an open circle about z0 of radius U0I/M0, or on a closed circle of radius |z0l/(2./li0). Hence iA^ + z) is invertible for z on this closed circle. Now let Zj be any point on the boundary of the closed circle, provided Zj is still in S. This generates a new circle, and an increased set on which A g + z is invertible. In this fashion, any point in 5 may be reached by a finite chain of circles with centers {z¡\; for any such circle may have radius bounded from below by U/I/(2M0) > X0/(2M0). Q.E.D.
Resuming the proof of Theorem 4, we see that C4y)o + z is invertible for a sector depending on q, E, L, co, £2, associated with the operator A (and hence independent of /).
To complete the proof, we wish to show that the solutions Uj of A'u¡ + zuj -f f e Cq(£2), converge to a solution u of (4.2) Au + zu = /.
The convergence of the i/-will have to follow from the convergence of the coefficients a'a.
We will use the following identity: To obtain convergence, we will use the estimate:
where B is a bounded set. In the second term on the right, we have used the estimate \\fg\\LP < \\f\\Lp-\\g\\Lp" so we require (p*)-1 + (p'T1 = P'1-We will presentiy use the additional restriction p~l -N~x < (p")~l, i.e., p' > N We proceed to show the right side of (4.4) can be made small. First we write the Lp estimate (see Friedman [7, p. 68 ff.], or the remark at the end of §3):
where C is independent of /.
To make the last term of (4.4) small, we choose B to be a large set. Since iA' + z)Wy = / has compact support, we can choose R large enough that the first term above is zero, and the second term is < lA5 (recalling (4.5)).
Now with R chosen, we can make the first two terms in (4.4) small.
Since a'a -*■ aa uniformly for |a| = 2m, we can again use (4.5) to show there is a / large enough that the first term of (4.4) is < 146. Finally, since we required p'1 -N'1 < ip")'1, Wuj\\W2m-l,p",nnB) < C^W2m,p{n) < cH/llLP(n)-Now a^ -* aa a.e. boundedly for \a\ < 2m, so / can be increased to make the middle term on the right of (4.4) < 146. Thus we have shown Referring back to (4.3), we have ||(4 + z)(«;--ufc)H¿p(n) ""* °-Now we can choose some value of z to apply the Lp estimate with the functions uf -uk; taking p = q > N, u¡ -uk -*■ 0 on IV2m'q(£2). Hence uf -uk -*■ 0 in C2m-1(íT). So the limit function « is in C0(£2) n W2m'q(£2), satisfies null Dirichlet boundary conditions, and iA + z)u = lim(4 + z)Uj a.e. = lim(4' + z)w-a.e. = / a.e.
We may take the equality to hold everywhere, and Au = / -zu E C0(£2).
Therefore u E V&iA).
Therefore A% + z has dense range for this particular z. Applying the Closed Range Theorem, then Lemma 5 again, A g + z maps onto for any z in the sector Sq of Theorem 1 and Lemma 5 (we momentarily emphasize the dependence of S on q).
Let q' > q. Then there is z E Sq n Sq,. It is clear from RG4g + z) = R(A%' +z) = C0(£2) that Vq0iA) = Vq0\A).
Hence we may define an operator A0 independent of q. We have from Theorem 1 ||(/10 + z)_1llC(ñ) < M0|z|_1 for z in some sector Sq,. Q.E.D.
Remark. A similar method proves the corresponding theorem in Lp, including the case of unbounded £2 at least for p > 2.
We have essentially shown that A0 generates an analytic semigroup; we License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use refer to Chapter IX of Kato [9] , and especially §1, par. 6 ofthat chapter, for the general theorems. The operator A0 lacks only a dense domain in C0(£2); functions in this domain are zero on 9£2, and the same is true for any uniform limit of such functions. Thus we will have to consider the space coo(^) = {uE C0(£2) with u = 0 on 9£2} and a new domain Poo(^) -{» G WA\ q>N, with AuE C00(£2)} and redefine:
A00 is the operator with domain V00iA) C C00(£2) and range in C00(£2) given by A00u = Au for u E V0QiA).
Also, we introduce an additional assumption on the coefficients of A:
All the aa are continuous in £2.
Theorem 5. Let (A1)-(A6) be satisfied, and let £2 be uniformly regular of class C2m, and locally regular of class c2m''\ p > 0.
Then -A00, as defined above, generates an analytic semigroup of bounded operators on C00(£2).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3 is equally valid with C0(£2) replaced by C00(£2). Furthermore, we claim that the range of A00 + z is C00(£2), so that A00 is a closed operator, independent of q, with bounded inverse on C00(£2).
To show that A00 + z maps onto C00(£2) for z in the truncated sector, let / G Cq(£2). Then fE Cq(£2) and there is « £ Vq0iA) with Au + zu = f according to Theorem 4. Since Au -f -zu E C00(£2), u E V00iA). So the range of A0Q + z is dense, and, by the closed range theorem, is all of C00(£2). Finally, we observe that A00 is defined on C0(£2) which is dense in c00(ñ).
Now the estimate of Theorem 1 gives the remaining condition for the generation of an analytic semigroup. Q.E.D.
5. Applications. The fact that elliptic operators generate semigroups leads to knowledge of parabolic equations. In the case of LP norms, this knowledge is somewhat abstract, as the solution of bujbt + Au = 0 for example, can be directly analyzed only as a function u(f) with values in £p(£2).
On the other hand, since the norm of C00(£2) is the sup norm, one gains in this case uniform pointwise information about w(f, x) in the variable x. This gives valuable information about solutions in the classical sense of parabolic equations.
Remark. Solving the equation bujbt + Au ~ f is equivalent to solving the equation bv/bt + (A + X0)u = e~xo*f where u -e~x° tu. Thus it is no loss of generality to replace A by A + X0 in the sequel, so that A + z will be invertible for any z with |arg z| < Vnt 4-e, and in particular for z = 0. The abstract theorems we shall quote assume this replacement has been made. First we consider the direct application of Theorem 5 to temporally homogeneous equations.
Theorem 6. Consider the parabolic problem: bu(t, x)/bt + Au(t, x) = f(t, x), t>0,xG £2,
where A is a strongly elliptic operator in x satisfying the conditions (A1)-(A6), and flCR" is a domain uniformly of class C2m and locally C2m'ß, p > 0. Suppose u0 G C00(£2), and f(t) G C00(£2) for t >0; further suppose f(t) is Holder continuous in t uniformly in £2, i.e., sup \f(t, x) -f(s, x)\ < C\t -s|p, 0 < v < 1. This solution «(f), as a function with values in the Banach space C00(£2), is known to be strongly continuous in t > 0, and continuously differentiable in t > 0. Since the norm of Co0(£2) is the sup norm, this implies (i) and (ii). Similarly the first part of (iv) is just an interpretation of known abstract results. Property (iii) follows from the fact that «(f) E V00iA) for any t > 0.
To prove the rest of (iv), we can define «(£, 77, x) = «(£ + i'tj. Therefore we can apply the interior regularity theorem for elliptic operators in a neighborhood N0 of the point (f, 0, x) e RiV+2. The Holder continuity of / and of the coefficients of A implies u E C2m'M(7v"0), p>0.
In particular « is a classical solution of (5.1). Q.E.D.
Now we wish to apply Theorem 5 to the case of time-dependent operators. This involves a modest investment of extra work, much of which is done in the following lemma. We introduce here the norm.
Niu; q, z) = ^M^,^^, rz = r0Ur1/2m, and the Banach space X-= completion of Cq(£2) in 7V(«; q, z).
Lemma 6. Let A be an elliptic operator satisfying (A1)-(A6), £2 a uniformly C2m domain which is locally C2m'ß,p>0.
Let q > N. Then A% can be extended to an operator A^ on the domain ftg = {u E C00(£2), Dau E Xq, |a| = 2m, and Dßu = 0 on 9£2, 0 < |j3| < m}.
Aq is a closed operator from C00(£2) to Xq,and Aq+z is invertible for larg z| < Un + e, \z\ > X0. For such z, and uE$q,
Here M0, X0, e depend on q, £2, E, L, co, but not on z.
Proof. We note that Vft does not depend on A, and that if u G Vft, then AuG Kq.
Recalling the proof of Theorem 2, it is clear that Theorem 2 holds for u G vft; (5.3) is just the estimate of Theorem 2 in new notation.
With appropriate modifications in the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, we can show that Aft is a closed operator, with bounded resolvent for z in a truncated sector. Q.E.D. Suppose further that the coefficients aa(t, x) of A(t, x) have first derivatives (b¡bt)aa(t, x) which are bounded and satisfy a Holder condition in t, uniformly on t and x G £2.
Then for functions u0, f as in Theorem 6, the problem (5.4) has a solution u(t, x), unique among functions with u(t) G C00(£2), t > 0, having the properties (i), (ii), and (iii)-with A(t)u(t) replacing A u(t)-of Theorem 6. Property (iv) is also valid if in addition the coefficients aa(t, x) are assumed to be analytic in t, uniformly on £2.
Proof. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, the operators -A00(t) generate semigroups in C00(£2) uniformly in t. We wish to use the abstract theory of evolution equations for operators A(t) with domains depending on t. We again refer to Kato [10] , and in particular Theorem 3.1, for which it suffices that we verify the following abstract conditions:
(1) (9/9t)(A(t) + z)_1 exists, for z in a sector |arg z| < Vnr + e, as a the remark preceding Theorem 6.) To verify the conditions, we will use Lemma 6, which shows that A00it) is almost equal to an operator on a domain independent of f.
To verify (1), we note that formally (5.5) -(9/9f)(^(f) + z)"1 D (4(f) + z)~lAtit)iAit) + z)~l where ¿,(0= Z iibjbt)aait,x))D%.
|al<2m
By considering the three operators in sequence, one can show that the right side of (5.5) can be completed to an operator on all of C00(£2) satisfying the desired bound.
To do this one uses the sequence of norms (reversing the order of (5.5)):
H ' llc(il) -*" lzl9 Z NiDa-;q,z) (5.6) -+\zfN(-;q,z)-+\z\i-<>\zf{\.llciñy
In the last step, Lemma 6 is applied. To verify (2), we again refer to (5.5) with z = 0. We then show that each of the three (extended) operators on the right is Holder continuous in f, independent of /, using the norms of (5.6).
In fact, Atif) is clearly Holder continuous in view of the assumptions on the ajt, x).
For the first and last operators in the sequence, we choose / E Xq, and let vit), vis) be solutions of Ait)vit) = f, Ais)vis) = f with zero Dirichlet boundary data. Estimates for \vis) -vif)\ can then be derived, making use of the fact that the domain in Lemma 6 is independent of the operator; hence, for example, both vif) and vis) are in the domain of Ait) as defined there.
Thus one verifies the hypotheses in the theorem on abstract evolution equations. Hence there is a unique abstract solution of the equation in the present case. The concrete properties of «(f, x) follow using arguments like those of Theorem 6. Q.E.D. 
